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Sound Healing for Beginners
Drawing on a deep knowledge of Christian scripture as well as Hindu philosophy,
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musician and teacher Russill Paul reveals that the mystical core of religion offers
us much more than the simple solace of unthinking dogma. By demonstrating that
these two seemingly separate and irreconcilable religions can actually unite in one
person’s spiritual practice at the center of his life — as they did in his — he offers
an alternative to religious intolerance and strife, as well as hope for personal
liberation.

A Spirituality for Brokenness
Stephen Parker has produced a profound explication of the psychological
dimension of Yoga from the standpoint of classical Raja-yoga. I would recommend
Clearing the Path for all students of Yoga and meditation who truly aspire to a
deeper level of practice. - David Frawley

Writing Open the Mind
Originally published by Viking Penguin, 2014.

Clearing the Path
What is it that makes yoga practitioners feel so good after a session—more so than
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after other kinds of exercise or stretching? "Yoga was created to directly stimulate
and move us at the energetic level," teaches Lauren Walker. Yet many of us don't
have the time to spare for the kind of extensive regular practice we'd need to gain
the full benefits yoga was meant to offer. That's why Walker created Energy
Medicine Yoga—a breakthrough book that combines yoga with the most effective
techniques of energy medicine to vastly increase the healing power of your
practice. Created for yoga practitioners of any background or experience—even
complete newcomers—this clear, easy-to-use guidebook features: Energy medicine
essentials—key concepts about your subtle anatomy and its profound influence on
your physical, emotional, and spiritual health An eight-week learning plan for
working with your body's energy systems—with practices focused on your
meridians, chakras, vibrational field, and more Power poses—the most valuable "if
you do nothing else, do these" techniques for each of your body's energy systems
The 20-minute template—putting it all together to create your own custom-made,
supercharged daily practice Lauren Walker has adapted the renowned energy
medicine methods pioneered by her own teacher, Donna Eden, so they integrate
seamlessly into yoga movements and postures. "Energy medicine yoga teaches
you to take the things you're doing now, layer them together with complementary
techniques, and exponentially increase the benefits of your practice," Walker
explains. "You'll learn to work smarter, not harder—so you can have a healthy body
full of energy, zest, and joy for what life has to offer."
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The Mystic Heart
Jesus in the Lotus
The award-winning creator of the documentary The Music Instinct traces the efforts
of visionary researchers and musicians to understand the biological foundations of
music and its relationship to the brain and the physical world. 35,000 first printing.

Mantra Meditation
Inner Awakening and Practice of Nada Yoga
"Sound is more than simply a medium of artistic expression. Sound has practical
and powerful applications in the real world." Mantras, or simple chants, are short
phrases packed with energy and intention--specifically designed to generate
powerful sound waves that promote healing, insight, creativity, and spiritual
growth. Healing Mantras is the practical, how-to guide that makes the strengths
and benefits of mantras available to everyone. The transformative power of sound
has been passed down to the present from the sages of India, the classical
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scientists of ancient Greece, and the medieval monks of Europe. Mantras, sounds,
and chants have inspired, comforted, and mended the lives of individuals, religious
orders, and even entire cultures. Even though the science and discipline of
chanting and formal prayer are practiced in every religion around the world, this is
the first time that ancient Sanskrit mantras have been explained and adapted to
Western needs. One of the few Western experts in Hindu and Buddhist mantras,
Thomas Ashley-Farrand has practiced mantra-based spiritual disciplines for twentyfive years. In this illuminating book, he explains how and why mantras work and
shows how to use them for everything from controlling habits to overcoming fear,
from curing specific ailments to finding inner peace. In each of the more than fifty
mantras, all translated from the original Sanskrit, Ashley-Farrand unlocks the
power of every word, explains its appropriate application, and tells you how to
pronounce it in easy-to-follow phonetic symbols. Inside, you'll find mantras for Health - Worldly Success - Habit Control - Protection - Grief - Anger - Controlling
Fear - Personal Attraction - Wisdom - Concentration and Mental Clarity - Healing
Life Issues - and more! These mantras can be repeated aloud or in silence and can
be used by people of any religion or spiritual practice, "as you wash dishes, as you
drive on the freeway, as you meditate, or as you cook." Sound can help and sound
can heal, and Healing Mantras now makes this sound medicine available to
everyone.

The Energy Medicine Yoga Prescription
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How to achieve a direct inner experience of your higher nature and the after-death
state from which you originate and will return • Provides techniques for listening to
the primordial sound within • Offers yoga and meditation techniques that are still
little known in the West This book--at once simple and powerful--stands as a
monument to the lifelong spiritual struggles of Edward Salim Michael, struggles
that he heroically surmounted on his path to enlightenment. Due to the
circumstances of his birth, Michael had no education, no mother tongue, and no
book learning when he was drafted at the age of 19 into the British Royal Air Force
during World War II. After learning to read and write he became an accomplished
classical composer in France. In 1949, after seeing a statue of a Buddha for the
first time, he experienced a powerful awakening of his innate Buddha Nature,
which inspired him to begin a sustained and extremely disciplined meditation
practice. Michael abandoned his career as a composer and went to India, the home
of his maternal grandmother, where he lived for seven years fully focused on his
spiritual awakening. Michael’s spiritual teachings reveal techniques of yoga and
meditation that can open the door to one’s higher nature and to directly
experience the after-death state. Nada yoga (meditation on the inner sound) is one
of the core techniques for this realization. There is a vast luminous consciousness
already within us, but it is obscured by the clouds of our incessant thoughts. With
sincerity, moral integrity, and inner vigilance, which, when embodied, implies that
we have internalized the basic tenets of the law of attention, we can move beyond
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the promptings of our lower nature and break through the clouds of our ordinary
mind to realize our own divine nature. Emphasizing inner attention and an
awareness of attitude, Michael’s practices can help aspirants make direct contact
with the divine source each of us unknowingly carries deep within.

Healing Mantras
Over the past few decades, meditation has evolved from a fringe practice to a
mainstream stress-reduction technique that your family doctor might recommend.
But how do you enter the doorway to a meditation practice if you don't have time
to join a class? You begin by taking up a solo practice, squeezing in five to twenty
minutes here and there. However, meditating on your own tends to leave
unanswered the daunting question of how you quiet your mind. That's where Jewel
in the Lotus: Meditation for Busy Minds will help. The book provides all that is
needed to begin a practice in an easy-to-read style with a variety of techniques as
well as anecdotes from the author's years of practice and teaching. Readers will
appreciate the spiritual, but non-dogmatic, non-religious style that pervades the
author's teachings.

The Humming Effect
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As yoga gains popularity across the U.S., many people are becoming interested in
its traditional Vedic roots. While Buddhist meditation is well represented on
bookshelves, there has been little Vedantic philosophy written in lay terms until
now. Author David Frawley guides readers through the challenges of cultivating
awareness, calming the mind, and practicing meditation according to Vedanta and
Hinduism. He examines how cultural knowledge systems in the West lead
individuals to disillusionment, and speaks about how meditation can aid in
understanding the true nature of one's thoughts, emotions, and perceptions.
Frawley explores meditation support practices such as yoga, mantras, kundalini,
and pranayama, as well as the role of gurus, and concludes with a short, more
technical essay on self-inquiry.

The Tapping Solution
How much choice do I have in my life? What is liberation? How can one experience
enlightenment? Onto all these questions and many others, Edward Salim Michael
shines the light of a master who, with infinite compassion, guides aspirants on the
path he, himself, traveled, a path that permitted him to attain the highest
realizations and whose obstacles and traps he knows. To experience
enlightenment, first one must emerge from the "diurnal sleep" in which human
beings are ordinarily plunged, unaware of the divine origin of their nature; a
situation that makes of them "tragically incomplete beings." Step by step, in his
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own words, accessible to all, the author explains the conditions that allow human
beings to reunite with themselves. An astonishing force emanates from this work,
which speaks to intuition as well as to feeling, a force that comes from an entirely
out-of-the-ordinary sincerity. A book that one will, without doubt, come back to
many times throughout one's life.

Tapping Into Wellness
Imagine experiencing vibrant health, peace, abundance, and optimism every day.
Tapping Into Wellness shares an innovative tool called Emotional Freedom
Technique® (EFT), which allows you to have all this and more, literally at your
fingertips. Join Kathilyn Solomon as she shares simple instructions, powerful and
practical exercises, and real-life case studies from this world of miracles. EFT (also
known as tapping) is a fast-spreading, easy-to-learn, and effective approach for
men, women, children, and animals. This guide draws on the latest EFT Gold
StandardTM, showing you how to work through physical or emotional problems and
challenges. Often referred to as acupuncture without needles, tapping can help
you: Resolve chronic pain and illness, cravings, and addictions Overcome stress,
anxiety, and phobias Activate your body’s own natural healing system Gain relief
from haunting memories and trauma Experience resilience, positive energy, and
improved health Praise: “An excellent resource for you to tap into the rich treasure
of your mind-body system and release your fears, resolve your past traumas, heal
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your sicknesses, and far more . . . This book is a fabulous and engaging read, and
highly recommended.”—Eric B. Robins, MD, mind-body healing expert and coauthor of Your Hands Can Heal You “Tapping into Wellness is an excellent resource
for anyone wishing to move beyond the troubling thoughts and feelings that limit
their experience of life.”—Brad Yates, author of Freedom at Your Fingertips and
featured expert in The Tapping Solution

Mantra Yoga and the Primal Sound
A user-friendly guide to ASMR—the stress-reducing, sleep-inducing, tingly
sensation you have to try!— featuring step-by-step instructions on ASMR best
practices for home and professional use alike. The calming feeling when someone
gently brushes your hair. The deep comfort and connection you feel when a friend
whispers in your ear. The tingly sensation experienced from the personal attention
of a hairdresser, a clinician, or even watching and listening to Bob Ross… That
feeling has a name! ASMR, or autonomous sensory meridian response (a deeply
relaxing sensation with delightful head tingles that typically begin on the scalp and
move down the spine) feels so good that some refer to it as a “brain-gasm.” ASMR
videos on YouTube have millions of subscribers and billions of views. ASMR is truly
everywhere—from ad campaigns to celebrities to millions of regular people looking
for a moment of “ahhhh.” With Brain Tingles, it’s now possible to stimulate—and
even share—those feel-good tingles every day, and in real life!
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ASMRUniversity.com founder Craig Richard, PhD, explains what ASMR is, why it
happens, and how to trigger it at home. No special training or fancy equipment
required! Inside, you’ll learn the most common auditory, visual, and tactile triggers
and how to create person-to-person ASMR scenarios (from a mock eye exam to a
pretend manicure) with a partner, client, or friend. The end result? That calming,
tingly euphoria that can be used for comfort, relaxation, restfulness, or even to set
the tone for sleep—on demand! With a textured cover you can rub, stroke, or
scratch to use as a tactile trigger, Brain Tingles is the ultimate ASMR tool, inside
and out.

The Sufi Message of Hazrat Inayat Khan: The Gathas
Since 1991, Dr. Mitchell Gaynor has been achieving remarkable results by
integrating music, vocalization, breathing, and meditation techniques in his work
with patients. In The Healing Power of Sound, he presents his sound-based
techniques for self-healing—techniques that anyone can use, whether faced with a
life-threatening disease or simply seeking relief from the stresses of daily life.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the health benefits of music: it can lower
blood pressure and heart and respiratory rates; reduce cardiac complications;
increase the immune response; and boost our natural opiates. Gaynor shows how,
when integrated as part of a mind-body-spirit approach to wellness, music can play
a significant part in maintaining a healthy lifestyle or in healing serious disease.
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The Healing Power of Sound includes twelve exercises involving breathing,
meditation, and "toning"—using pure vocal sound to resolve tension, release
emotion, and spur the healing process—that can be used by anyone to improve
health and quality of life.

Tuning the Human Biofield
Customize your sound environment for a better quality of life • Shows how to use
music and sound to reduce stress, enhance learning, and improve performance •
Provides detailed guidelines for musicians and health care professionals • Includes
a new 75-minute CD of psychoacoustically designed classical music What we hear,
and how we process it, has a far greater impact on our daily living than we realize.
From the womb to the moment we die we are surrounded by sound, and what we
hear can either energize or deplete our nervous systems. It is no exaggeration to
say that what goes into our ears can harm us or heal us. Joshua Leeds--a pioneer in
the application of music for health, learning, and productivity--explains how sound
can be a powerful ally. He explores chronic sensory overload and how auditory
dysfunction often results in difficulties with learning and social interactions. He
offers innovative techniques designed to invigorate auditory skills and provide
balanced sonic environments. In this revised and updated edition of The Power of
Sound, Leeds includes current research, extensive resources, analysis of the
maturing field of soundwork and a look at the effect of sound on animals. He also
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provides a new 75-minute CD of psychoacoustically designed classical music for a
direct experience of the effect of simplified sound on the nervous system. With
new information on how to use music and sound for enhanced health and
productivity, The Power of Sound provides readers with practical solutions for vital
and sustained well-being.

The Body Keeps the Score
For thousands of years Hindu spirituality has understood the profound effect that
sound has on our well-being. From this tradition comes The Yoga of Sound, which
draws on yoga's long history of applying sound to reduce stress, maintain health,
and invoke spiritual awakenings. In lucid exercises presented both in the book and
on accompanying downloadable audio tracks, Russill Paul shows how everyone can
learn the art of mantra and how these practices can help to optimize the flow of
energy within the body and enhance emotional well-being.

The Power of Sound
Breathing and walking comprise two of our simplest activities, yet they are also
two of our most powerful actions. By bringing them together in a systematic and
meditative way, we can enhance our physical, emotional, and spiritual fitness. We
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can tap our vitality to fully enjoy and excel in our lives. With a series of easy to
follow, transformational exercises that combine breathing and walking in very
specific ways for specific benefits, Breathwalk teaches us: how to alleviate
exhaustion, anxiety, sadness, and other problems to heal physical, mental, and
spiritual conflict in our lives to enter a zone of total fitness within our own bodies
and minds In this simple program that anyone can follow, two of the world's
leading experts in meditation and kundalini yoga reveal the power and flexibility of
this technique for the first time. Centuries old traditions come together with
modern scientific research in an effective and enjoyable holistic way to exercise.
This practical, insightful guide is a breath of fresh air that can change your life for
the better every time you take a step. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Brain Tingles
Meditation exercises for listening to the four levels of sound, to still the body, quiet
the mind, open the heart, and connect with the Divine • Details the teachings on
nada yoga from the Hatha Yoga Pradipika with clear, step-by-step instructions to
find and hear the inner sacred sound of nada • Explains the 4 levels of sound
through a series of practical meditation exercises • Includes instructions for a daily
nada yoga meditation practice as well as ways to strengthen your advanced
practice The ancient practice of nada yoga is not complex. It is the yoga of
listening. It is a journey from the noise of the external world inward to a place of
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peace and bliss, to the source of the transformational power of sound--the nada.
By meditating on the inner sacred sound of the nada, we can release ourselves
from mind chatter and obsessive thinking. We can still the body, quiet the mind,
and open the heart to create a state of mind where joy naturally arises. Sharing his
experiential understanding of the classic Hatha Yoga Pradipika, Baird Hersey offers
precise, step-by-step instructions on how to find the inner sound of the nada. He
explains the first three levels of sound--first, how to truly hear the ordinary sounds
of the world around us (vaikhari); second, how to quiet the sounds of the mind
(madhyama), such as sound memories and internal dialogue; and third, how to
access visual sounds (pashyanti), tapping in to our ability to see sounds and hear
colors. Mastering the first three levels prepares one for the fourth level of sound
(para), the heart of the practice that connects one to the inner sound of the nada.
The author provides detailed exercises to guide you through each level of sound
and instructions for a daily nada yoga meditation practice. Hersey explains that by
focusing our minds on this internal sound we reunite our essential self with the
eternal and infinite. In this re-union we find bliss in both body and mind, an uplifted
spirit, and heightened states of consciousness.

The Unwanted Sound of Everything We Want
Compassionately guides you through the practicalities of facing and finally
accepting brokenness in your life a process that can ultimately bring mending. A
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clear-eyed, kindhearted method based on teachings and practices from many
religious traditions."

The Yoga of Sound
Providing a complete manual for the study and practice of Raja Yoga--the path of
concentration and meditation--a new deluxe printing of a collection of timeless
teachings is a treasure to be read and referred to again and again by seekers
treading the spiritual path. Reprint.

Shakti Mantras
A children's book for young and older adults inspired by the Malcolm X Park located
in the City of Poughkeepsie, New York, and our friends and families who live
here.Written by Counseling Right Now, LLC, therapist and founder, John A.
Asuncion, with artwork created by Elijah and Isabella Asuncion, Malcolm the
Musician: So Close to Home examines the harmful effects of the phenomenon: gaslighting, explores the heartache caused by loss and abandonment, and
demonstrates the capacity of the human spirit to rise through adversity while
transforming hate into love.Readers are invited to learn the placement of the 12
music tones on the ukulele with the use of color and sound. Right-hand and leftPage 16/31
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hand instruction is woven throughout the book. "Malcolm the Musician: So Close to
Home calls for the end of psychological and emotional abuse in the world, portrays
the journey of self-discovery and post-traumatic growth, and implores us to love
ourselves and others stronger, become better together, and stop hate." John A.
Asuncion

The Healing Power of Sound
Experience the magic of Cinderella like never before with this gorgeous interactive
sound book, which comes complete with your very own sparkling gold-foil magic
wand! Become the Fairy Godmother’s assistant by tapping the wand on the
musical notes as you read the story. Then listen and see the magic happen as you
turn the page. Follow the story of the unfortunate, rag-clothed girl who dreams of
going to the ball, brought to life with magical sounds and the colorful, quirky
illustrations of Sanna Mander. Tap your wand, when prompted, to turn the pumpkin
into a coach, to give Cinderella a beautiful dress, to make Cinderella and the Prince
fall in love, and more. The Sound of Magic: Cinderella brings this classic tale up-todate with contemporary artwork featuring characters with a wide range of skin
tones. Batteries are included in the electronic sound component situated in the
back cover. The included wand can be seen glittering through a cutout in the front
cover. Young princes and princesses everywhere will love being part of the fairy
tale magic.
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Energy Medicine Yoga
Noise is usually defined as unwanted sound: loud music from a neighbor, the honk
of a taxicab, the roar of a supersonic jet. But as Garret Keizer illustrates in this
probing examination, noise is as much about what we want as about what we seek
to avoid. It has been a byproduct of human striving since ancient times even as it
has become a significant cause of disease in our own. At heart, noise provides a
key for understanding some of our most pressing issues, from social inequality to
climate change. In a journey that leads us from the Tanzanian veldt to the streets
of New York, Keizer deftly explores the political ramifications of noise, America's
central role in a loud world, and the environmental sustainability of a quieter one.
The result is a deeply satisfying book—one guaranteed to change how we hear the
world, and how we measure our own personal volume within it.

Yoga for Prosperity
"Ortner presents a startling alternative [for pain management]: he lays out a stepby-step plan that teaches people how to use tapping, or EFT (emotional freedom
techniques), to reduce or eliminate chronic pain. Looking at the scientific research
surrounding pain, stress, and tapping, he [examines] how powerful tapping can be,
and then outlines tips and techniques to address pain in both the short and long
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term. Nick guides readers on a journey that begins on the surface--tapping to
address the pain itself--and moves to the deeper issues that often affect pain"--

The Yoga of Sound
Modern science and ancient wisdom traditions agree that the universe is a
symphony of vibrational frequencies. In this beautiful, comprehensive, and unique
work, Dr. Frawley elaborates the essential truths about cosmic sound, and how we
can employ important mantras for healing, transformation and inner awakening.

The Power of Music
Nick Ortner, founder of the Tapping World Summit and best-selling filmmaker of
The Tapping Solution, is at the forefront of a new healing movement. In his
upcoming book, The Tapping Solution, he gives readers everything they need to
successfully start using the powerful practice of tapping – or Emotional Freedom
Techniques (EFT). Tapping is one of the fastest and easiest ways to address both
the emotional and physical problems that tend to hamper our lives. Using the
energy meridians of the body, practitioners tap on specific points while focusing on
particular negative emotions or physical sensations. The tapping helps calm the
nervous system to restore the balance of energy in the body, and in turn rewire the
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brain to respond in healthy ways. This kind of conditioning can help rid
practitioners of everything from chronic pain to phobias to addictions. Because of
tapping’s proven success in healing such a variety of problems, Ortner
recommends to try it on any challenging issue. In The Tapping Solution, Ortner
describes not only the history and science of tapping but also the practical
applications. In a friendly voice, he lays out easy-to-use practices, diagrams, and
worksheets that will teach readers, step-by-step, how to tap on a variety of issues.
With chapters covering everything from the alleviation of pain to the
encouragement of weight loss to fostering better relationships, Ortner opens
readers’ eyes to just how powerful this practice can be. Throughout the book,
readers will see real-life stories of healing ranging from easing the pain of
fibromyalgia to overcoming a fear of flying. The simple strategies Ortner outlines
will help readers release their fears and clear the limiting beliefs that hold them
back from creating the life they want.

Breathwalk
Learn how to energize and enhance your well-being on every level—physical,
emotional, and spiritual—through hands-on exercises and guided meditations that
provide direct experience with sound. As a therapeutic and transformative branch
of energy medicine, sound healing offers powerful tools to tune up your health and
wellness. Presenting a clear and solid foundation of core concepts, Sound Healing
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for Beginners shows how to apply innovative sound techniques to your daily life in
order to balance your energy and manifest personal improvement. With chapters
covering focused listening, the energetics of breathwork, activating your unique
resonances and energy centers through vocal toning, using sound as a creative
force for manifestation, and more, this accessible guide will help you harmonize
your life with the remarkable benefits of sound healing.

Sounds of Healing
This book is a wonderful introduction to all aspects of the gong and the yoga that is
associated with it. The interesting history of the gong, its uses in Western and
Eastern music, how to play it and the gongs effects on the body's energetic system
are all discussed.

The Practice of Nada Yoga
The first book to explain from both scientific and spiritual perspectives the healing
and transformative powers of harmonics. • Includes practical exercises
demonstrating how to use sound in healing and meditation, including "Vowels as
Mantras" and "Overtoning". • Describes how harmonics can be used as "sonic
yoga" for meditation and deep relaxation to enhance energy. • Over 25,000 copies
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of first editions sold in 6 languages. • Author won 1999 Visionary Awards for Best
Healing-Meditation Album. The Mystery Schools of Egypt, Greece, and Rome
understood that vibration is the fundamental active force in the universe and
developed specific chants and tones for healing the mind, body, and spirit and
achieving altered states of consciousness. Overtone chanting--also called vocal
harmonics--is the ability of the human voice to create two or more notes at the
same time. Healing Sounds explains how to perform vocal harmonics and
experience their transformative and curative powers. An internationally recognized
master teacher, the author provides diverse examples of sound healing systems
incorporating both mystical and medical traditions--from Tibetan monks' use of
tantric harmonics to Dr. Alfred Tomatis' use of Gregorian chanting--and their
capacity to affect us on all levels. With many easy-to-follow exercises, Healing
Sounds is the first book to show from both the scientific and spiritual viewpoints
how to use the transformative power of sound for healing on physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual levels.

The Sound of Magic: Cinderella
An examination of sound's healing effects brings a physician's perspective to the
popular sound medicine movement, showing the way to inner harmomy for the
body, mind, and spirit
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The Tapping Solution for Pain Relief
An essayist and writing teacher discusses the relationship between the
unconscious and creativity, offering a surrealist introduction to the various
gateways into the subconscious mind and showing readers how to tap the
creativity within. Original.

The Tapping Solution to Create Lasting Change
A Powerful How-To Guide for Energetic Self-Care When you’re dealing with a health
issue, what kind of energy practice will help the most? “To bring ourselves back
into wellness,” teaches Lauren Walker, “we first have to understand what brought
our body out of wellness. When we return to balance, the body is best able to heal
itself.” With The Energy Medicine YogaPrescription, Lauren brings you an
invaluable guide to help you uncover the root causes of specific physical,
emotional, and psychological health complaints—along with a treasury of potent
self-care practices to accelerate your healing. This easy-to-use resource includes: •
Simple instructions for learning to sense and diagnose your body’s subtle energy •
The Five Elements System—the ancient healing practice at the heart of Energy
Medicine Yoga • Easy reference charts to match hundreds of health complaints
with the most effective energy healing practice • Links to training videos to help
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guide you in many Energy Medicine Yoga techniques • The three most important
Ayurvedic techniques to change your life right now • Guidance for creating your
own daily practice—and maintaining good health and balance on and off the yoga
mat “If you want to affect the physical matter that is your body and the invisible
matter that is your mind and your soul,” says Lauren Walker, “the most effective
practice you can learn is how to work with your own energy.” With The Energy
Medicine Yoga Prescription, she brings you a solution-oriented manual to
complement any health regimen—filled with essential insights for well-being,
techniques to activate your body’s natural healing intelligence, and a powerful new
vision for happiness and wholeness.

Healing Sounds
A guide to the practice of Sound Balancing, using tuning forks to clear trauma
stored in the human energy field • Provides a precise map of the energetic biofield
that surrounds the body, showing where specific emotions, memories, traumas,
and pain are stored • Details how to locate stored trauma in the biofield with a
tuning fork and clear it • Explains how Sound Balancing provides consistent,
predictable relief from pain, anxiety, insomnia, migraines, digestive disorders, and
many other ailments When Eileen McKusick began offering sound therapy in her
massage practice she soon discovered she could use tuning forks to locate and
hear disturbances in the energy field, or biofield, that surrounded each of her
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clients. She found these energetic disturbances correlated with the emotional and
physical traumas her clients had experienced throughout their lives, the biofield
acting as a record of pain, stress, and trauma from gestation onward. Passing the
forks through these areas in the biofield not only corrected the distorted vibrational
sounds she was hearing but also imparted consistent, predictable, and sometimes
immediate relief from pain, anxiety, insomnia, migraines, depression, fibromyalgia,
digestive disorders, and a host of other complaints. Now, nearly 20 years later,
McKusick has fully developed her sound healing method, which she calls Sound
Balancing, and created a map of the biofield, revealing the precise locations where
specific emotions, memories, ailments, and traumas are stored. In this book,
McKusick explains the complete practice of Sound Balancing and provides
illustrations of her Biofield Anatomy Map. She details how to use tuning forks to
find and clear pain and trauma stored in the biofield. She reveals how the
traditional principles and locations of the chakras correspond directly with her
biofield discoveries. Exploring the science behind Sound Balancing, she examines
scientific research on the nature of sound and energy and explains how
experiences of trauma produce “pathological oscillations” in the biofield, causing a
breakdown of order, structure, and function in the body. Offering a revolutionary
perspective on mind, energy, memory, and trauma, McKusick’s guide to Sound
Balancing provides new avenues of healing for energy workers, massage
therapists, sound healers, and those looking to overcome chronic illness and
release the traumas of their past.
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Vedantic Meditation
For thousands of years Hindu spirituality has understood the profound effect that
sound has on our well-being. From this tradition comes The Yoga of Sound, which
draws on yoga’s long history of applying sound to reduce stress, maintain health,
and invoke spiritual awakenings. In lucid exercises presented both in the book and
on accompanying downloadable audio tracks, Russill Paul shows how everyone can
learn the art of mantra and how these practices can help to optimize the flow of
energy within the body and enhance emotional well-being.

The Law of Attention
From the New York Times best-selling author of The Tapping Solution for Weight
Loss and Body Confidence, the latest book in the Tapping Solution series uses EFT
as a tool for finding the clarity and the ease you need to navigate change. Why do
we fear the unknown so intensely that we're willing to shy away from our deepest
desires and settle for playing small? Why do we get enthused when we first start
something, only to burn out the moment things feel challenging? Why does getting
what we want sometimes feel just as scary as not getting what we want? And why,
even with new outcomes we desire, do we often struggle to sustain them and
instead slip back into old, self-sabotaging patterns? Jessica Ortner asked herself
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these question--as many of us do--until eventually it became clear that she was
really exploring our relationship with the one unavoidable constant in our lives:
change. Her new book, the latest in the best-selling Tapping Solution series, shares
the lessons she's learned about what it feels like to flow through change and how
to create positive, lasting change in ways that feel both authentic and
empowering. Ultimately, Jessica tells us, there's profound beauty and joy in
change, even when it doesn't feel that way at the start. Readers will learn how to
use Tapping (also known as Emotional Freedom Techniques, or EFT) to navigate
the unknown with new energy, hope, and an open heart. Topics include: * Finding
our way through fear and uncertainty * Discerning whether our inner critical voice
is friend or foe * Learning to release the doubts and fears that cloud our judgment
* Getting past procrastination * Letting go of "goals" and finding a new way to
focus on what you desire * And much more

Gong Yoga
Emphasizes the transformative and healing powers of the Shakti, the Great
Feminine power, in a guide that includes a host of mantras designed to help
control bad habits, overcome fear, treat and cure specific health ailments, and
promote inner peace. Original
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Malcolm the Musician
An accessible guide to the practice of conscious humming • Details conscious
humming and breathing exercises from simple to advanced, including online
access to examples of these practices • Examines the latest studies on sound,
revealing how humming helps with stress levels, sleep, and blood pressure,
increases lymphatic circulation, releases endorphins, creates new neural pathways
in the brain, and boosts blood platelet production • Explores the spiritual use of
humming, including its use as a sonic yoga technique and its role in many world
traditions Humming is one of the simplest and yet most profound sounds we can
make. If you have a voice and can speak, you can hum. Research has shown
humming to be much more than a self-soothing sound: it affects us on a physical
level, reducing stress, inducing calmness, and enhancing sleep as well as lowering
heart rate and blood pressure and producing powerful neurochemicals such as
oxytocin, the “love” hormone. In this guide to conscious humming, Jonathan and
Andi Goldman show that you do not need to be a musician or singer to benefit from
sound healing practices—all you need to do is hum. They provide conscious
humming and breathing exercises from simple to advanced, complete with online
examples, allowing you to experience the powerful vibratory resonance that
humming can create and harness its healing benefits for body, mind, and spirit.
They explore the science behind sound healing, revealing how self-created sounds
can literally rearrange molecular structure and how humming not only helps with
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stress levels, sleep, and blood pressure but also increases lymphatic circulation
and melatonin production, releases endorphins, creates new neural pathways in
the brain, and releases nitric oxide, a neurotransmitter fundamental to health and
well-being. The authors show how sound can act as a triggering mechanism for the
manifestation of your conscious intentions. They also examine the spiritual use of
humming, including its use as a sonic yoga technique and its role in many world
traditions, such as the Om, Aum, or Hum of Hindu and Tibetan traditions. Providing
a self-healing method accessible to all, the authors reveal that, even if you have no
musical ability, we are all sound healers.

Jewel in the Lotus
Karma: the consequence of all of your actions, decisions, thoughts, and emotions.
According to Thomas Ashley-Farrand, karmic patterns from the past are always
with you, affecting everything you do – for better or for worse. With Mantra
Meditation, you will learn how to use genuine Sanskrit mantras to balance your
chakras (your body’s seven spinning energy-centers) to dissolve negative karma.
“When you begin to chant these ancient formulas,” teaches Ashley-Farrand, “the
petals on your chakras begin to resonate, and they pull in spiritual energy.” With
Mantra Meditation – designed as a 40-day practice or a lifelong tool – your spiritual
energy grows, your karma disperses, and your path clears to bring you everything
you desire through the fusing of your own efforts and the infinite generosity of the
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universe. THOMAS ASHLEY-FARRAND (Namadeva) was one of the West’s foremost
authorities of Vedic and Buddhist Sanskrit mantras. He was recognized for his
flawless mastery of mantra practice by swamis, pundits, and shastris across India,
and gathered more than 8,000 transliterated mantras – the most comprehensive
body of these sacred sound syllables in the English language. His published works
include Healing Mantras, Chakra Mantras and Shakti Mantras.

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
Drawing on experience as an interreligious monk, Brother Wayne Teasdale reveals
the power of spirituality and its practical elements. He combines a profound
Christian faith with an intimate understanding of ancient religious traditions.
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